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ABSTRACT
A Flat Plate Skin Friction Correlation Including Transition
Jaret Wedow
Many existing boundary layer models treat transition as a rapid switch from lami-
nar to turbulent flow, with correlations defining properties in each respective region.
Natural transition, however, is not always a very spanwise uniform process, with
the onset of transition varying somewhat between different streamwise paths of fluid
flow. Thus, a spanwise average of natural transition can result in a more gradual,
extended transition region than many existing models predict. Modern applications,
such as aircraft wings and fuselages, are extremely streamlined and smooth, allowing
for natural transition to occur rather than flow tripping to turbulent near the leading
edge. Under these conditions, a skin friction model that takes this extended tran-
sition region into account provides a more accurate model compared to those which
incorporate a rapid transition from laminar to turbulent flow. Lienhard’s recent pub-
lication 1 presents a new rationale for modeling the extent of the transition region on
a smooth flat plate developed from re-analysis of existing heat transfer data. This
correlation accounts for the extended natural transition region corresponding to a
spanwise average of values. The primary objective of this thesis was to reinterpret
Lienhard’s heat transfer correlation to solve for skin friction coefficient, then com-
pare this correlation to available experimental data and higher order boundary layer
models. After reinterpreting Lienhard’s correlation using the Reynolds analogy, it
produced a gradual, extended transition region for skin friction coefficient. The rein-
terpreted correlation had excellent agreement with experimental data corresponding
to a spanwise average of flow with natural transition. Tripped transitional values and
data taken along a streamwise path of fluid resulted in a more rapid transition from
laminar to turbulent flow. Both an integral boundary layer model and a Reynolds-
averaged Navier-Stokes boundary layer model were used to validate the reinterpreted
Lienhard correlation. Both of these models produced transition curves steeper than
the reinterpreted Lienhard curve. These existing boundary layer models do not take
into account the gradual transition region that natural transition may produce when
looking at a spanwise average of values. With a focus on spanwise averaged values,
such as overall drag over a streamlined surface, existing sophisticated boundary layer
models may not accurately predict the behavior produced. The reinterpreted Lien-
hard correlation provides a new representation of skin friction coefficient throughout
the boundary layer that takes into account the extended transition region that may
occur when it is desired to model a spanwise average of fluid flow.
Keywords: Skin friction, Boundary layer, Natural transition, Flat plate correlation
1Lienhard, J. Heat transfer in flat-plate boundary layers: A correlation for laminar, transitional,
and turbulent flow. ASME Journal of Heat Transfer, 142, 2020.
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NOMENCLATURE




τw Local wall shear stress
θ Momentum thickness
ξ Streamwise boundary layer coordinate
Cτeq Equilibrium shear stress coefficient
Cτ Shear stress coefficient
Cdiss Dissipation coefficient
CD Average skin friction coefficient
Cfx Local skin friction coefficient
H Shape parameter
H** Density thickness shape parameter
H* Kinetic energy shape parameter
Hk Kinetic shape parameter
L Location of transition onset
xi
Me Boundary layer edge Mach number
N Transition disturbance amplification factor
Nux Local Nusselt number
Nuavg Average Nusselt number
Nulam Nusselt number - laminar region
Nutrans Nusselt number - transitional region
Nuturb Nusselt number - turbulent region
Pr Prandtl number
ReL Reynolds number at start of transition
Rex Local Reynolds number
Stx Local Stanton number
ue Boundary layer edge velocity
Us Equivalent normalized wall slip velocity





A boundary layer is a thin layer of viscous fluid that forms on a solid surface when
a fluid flows past the surface. Due to the no slip condition, the flow velocity is zero
at the wall. At the outer edge of the boundary layer, the flow velocity is equal to
the free-stream velocity of fluid flow. This creates a velocity gradient throughout
the boundary layer perpendicular to the direction of fluid flow. As the fluid travels
further from the leading edge of the plate, the boundary layer thickness increases
[1]. Figure 1 shows a simplified schematic of boundary layer development for flow
over a flat plate. The velocity profiles are shown on the figure, varying from zero to
free-stream velocity (u∞) as the distance away from the surface of the plate increases.
The boundary layer is divided into three distinct regions as it traverses along the
length of the surface: laminar, transitional, and turbulent flow. Laminar flow occurs
when fluid flows in parallel layers, with minimal disruption between the layers. Lami-
nar flow is seen in flow across smooth surfaces at lower velocities. As the fluid travels
along a surface, such as a flat plate, it will transition from laminar to turbulent flow.
This transition to turbulent flow can either be forced or natural. In forced transi-
tion, the fluid is tripped by a jagged edge or rough surface, creating a rapid switch
from laminar to turbulent flow. Natural transition occurs during flow over a smooth
surface when the Reynolds number reaches a transitional value, which depends on
fluid and flow conditions. The Reynolds number of a fluid represents a ratio of inertia
forces to viscous forces and is a characteristic number used to predict whether the
1
Figure 1: Simplified schematic of boundary layer development [2]






Transition is influenced by freestream flow disturbances, surface roughness and geo-
metric imperfections, pressure variations along the surface, and many other factors.
For real systems such as aircraft wings, the flow can be turbulent right from the lead-
ing edge, but by careful design the start of transition can be delayed until Reynolds
numbers of up to 5 million. Once turbulent flow is achieved, the fluid flow is more
complex, with irregular fluctuations and mixing between layers. Figure 1 highlights
the differences in flow seen in the laminar, transitional, and turbulent regions. The
smooth parallel lines of laminar flow develop into the more complex, mixing flow lines
shown in the turbulent region. This development occurs during the transition region.
Flow over a flat plate is assumed to be two dimensional with constant properties in
the spanwise direction. The spanwise direction of flow can be defined as perpendicular
to the direction of fluid flow on the surface of the plate. The flow shown in Figure
1 represents a two dimensional fluid flow along a single streamwise path. Natural
transition is not a very spanwise uniform process, with the onset of transition varying
somewhat between different streamwise paths of fluid flow. Thus, a spanwise average
2
Figure 2: Infrared visualization of boundary layer development[3]
of natural transition results in a more gradual, extended transition region than a
tripped transition, which is a more spanwise uniform process.
Infrared imaging is a useful way to visualize boundary layer development. Figure
2 shows an infrared image of flow transition. The image is labeled, with fluid flow
traveling from left to right with respect to plate orientation in the image. Laminar
flow is shown by the dark regions of the image, while turbulent flow is the brighter,
white region on the right side of the figure. An aluminum disturbance strip results in a
small region of the flow transitioning to turbulent, while the rest of the flow transitions
further along the path of fluid flow. Figure 2 shows how transition location can vary
when looking in the spanwise direction of the plate, rather than being an abrupt,
spanwise uniform process.
As fluid flows around a body, the body experiences a drag force acting on it in the
direction of the relative fluid motion. This drag is a combination of two components,
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pressure drag and skin friction drag. Pressure drag is formed due to the shape of the
object. A blunt body with a large cross-section will have high pressure drag, while
a streamlined object or flat plate oriented parallel to the direction of flow has much
lower pressure drag. Skin friction drag arises from the friction of the fluid against the
surface it is in contact with. Due to the no slip condition, a surface moving through
a fluid is essentially dragging some amount of fluid along with it. This results in a
shearing force opposing that motion. Skin friction drag dominates in cases of flow
over a highly streamlined surface such as an airfoil or flat plate [1].






where u is fluid velocity and y is height above the flow surface perpendicular to the
direction of fluid flow. Setting y = 0 provides an equation for local shear stress along
the surface in contact with the fluid. For turbulent flow, this relation can be used by
replacing u with ū, the time average flow velocity. The enhanced mixing of turbulence
leads to much higher skin friction and more rapid boundary layer growth in turbulent
flow compared to laminar flow.
The wall shear stress can be defined with a dimensionless parameter known as the






Modern applications, such as composite designs on aircraft wings and fuselages, have
greatly lowered drag due to both skin friction and pressure contributions. As these
designs improve, fluids flowing over aircraft surfaces stay laminar for extended lengths
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from the leading edge. Rather than being tripped to turbulent flow close to the
leading edge due to rough surface features and geometry, fluid flow is often able
to stay laminar until natural transition occurs. Since natural transition results in
gradual, extended transition regions when looking at a spanwise average, analysis of
aircraft drag needs to take an approach that accurately takes into account the fluid
behavior during transition.
1.1.1 Reynolds Analogy
The Reynolds analogy states that there is a strong relationship between skin friction
and heat transfer in the boundary layer under certain flow conditions. In cases of flow
over a flat plate with constant properties and no pressure gradient, flow conditions
that are responsible for variation in heat transfer properties are also responsible for
variation in skin friction. This analogy relates two dimensionless parameters based
on properties of the flow: skin friction coefficient and Nusselt number. The analogy is
valid and supported by experimental data for flow with a Prandtl number close to 1
and a pressure gradient equal to approximately zero. These restrictions are satisfied
in cases of air flow over a smooth streamlined surface, such as a flat plate [4].







1.2 Lienhard’s Heat Transfer Correlation
Simplified treatments of boundary layer growth and friction split the boundary layer
into two sections: an upstream laminar section and a downstream turbulent section.
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Correlations formed for laminar and turbulent sections accurately describe behavior
in each region, with a distinct transition Reynolds number. However, it is well known
that the actual transition region can sometimes span a length roughly equal to the
length of the laminar region.
Lienhard’s recent publication [5] presents a new rationale for modeling the extent of
the transition region on a flat plate developed from re-analysis of existing heat transfer
data. Lienhard created a new correlation to represent the heat transfer coefficient
that spans laminar, transitional, and turbulent flow. Lienhard referenced a previous
attempt to create a flat plate heat transfer correlation spanning the transition region
made by Churchill [6]. Lienhard developed approximations based on multiple data
sets that differed from Churchill’s assumptions, resulting in a new correlation that
is in excellent agreement with experimental heat transfer datasets [5]. The objective
of this thesis is to create a flat plate skin friction drag correlation for situations that
include laminar, transitional, and turbulent flow based on the work of Lienhard [5].
This new correlation is compared to available experimental data and existing models
of boundary layer development for validation.
1.2.1 Lienhard’s Equation
Lienhard’s work can be expressed as a single equation representing the local Nusselt
number for flow over a flat plate. The only input parameter required to use Lienhard’s
correlation is ReL, the Reynolds number at the onset of transition. This correlation
is only used for Rex > ReL. An Rex value that is less than the transitional onset
Reynolds number corresponds to only laminar flow, which can be expressed as a single
equation





3 for x ≤ L. (1.5)
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Lienhard’s correlation is expressed as










5 for x > L (1.6)
where the laminar region is represented by Equation 1.5 with a uniform wall temper-
ature assumed. The transition region is represented by







C = 0.9922log10ReL − 3.013. (1.8)
Lienhard found that this equation for C aligns well with existing experimental values
corresponding to a wide range of transitional Reynolds numbers, but a lack of sub-
stantial experimental data in the region of ReL > 500, 000 resulted in him expressing
a limited effective range of ReL < 500, 000 for his correlation. More spanwise av-
eraged experimental data taken at higher transitional Reynolds numbers would help
validate this C equation or possibly calibrate it to better align with data in the region
of ReL > 500, 000. Since smooth, untripped boundary layer flight applications would
likely involve transition in the region of ReL > 500, 000, this would be an important
next step in applying the Lienhard equation to flight applications.
The turbulent region correlation is














Figure 3: Lienhard’s correlation for local Nusselt number plotted with laminar and
turbulent correlations
This correlation is supported by data spanning 0.7 < Pr < 257 and 4, 000 < Rex <
4, 300, 000 for smooth, sharp-edged flat plates with zero streamwise pressure gradient
[5].
Figure 3 shows Lienhard’s correlation plotted with laminar and turbulent correla-
tions. In this figure, Lienhard’s correlation was used with a Prandtl number of 1 and
Reynolds number of 500,000 at the onset of transition. The laminar and turbulent
regions both align closely with the correlations. The laminar correlation in Figure 3,
Equation 1.5, is an exact theoretical solution assuming a uniform wall temperature
for the surface in contact with the fluid [5]. The turbulent correlation plotted in






Figure 4: Lienhard’s correlation integrated for average Nusselt number plotted with
laminar and turbulent correlations
Lienhard’s correlation can be integrated to solve for an average Nusselt number to
represent the overall heat transfer occurring during flow over a flat plate. The overall
local Nusselt number equation, Equation 1.6, was integrated numerically using MAT-
LAB. The result was an expression for average Nusselt number for heat transfer along
a flat plate. This expression is plotted in Figure 4 along with laminar and turbulent
correlations, which were also integrated to solve for average Nusselt number. The
Lienhard correlation was integrated and plotted using a Reynolds number of 500,000
corresponding to the onset of transition and a Prandtl number of 1. Figure 4 shows
the Lienhard correlation has excellent agreement with the plotted correlations in both
the laminar and turbulent regions. The transition region, starting at Rex=500,000,
is gradual and extended.
Existing correlations that only contain laminar and turbulent flow with an abrupt
transitional Reynolds number do not accurately capture the effects of this extended
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transition region. Since Lienhard’s correlation describes heat transfer while taking
into account this extended natural transition region, it provides a new and useful
insight of boundary layer development.
1.3 Existing Skin Friction Correlations
There are several existing correlations for skin friction in both the laminar and turbu-
lent regions that provide good agreement with experimental results and higher order
boundary layer solvers. For laminar flow, the Blasius solution provides an exact the-
oretical expression for boundary layer development [8]. Using the Blasius solution,








The Blasius solution aligns closely with experimental data and is a very useful ex-
pression when dealing with skin friction in laminar flow. Turbulent boundary layer
flow is more complex, so there is no exact theoretical solution. However, there are
available results that are based on experimentally determined velocity distributions
throughout the boundary layer. Based on velocity distributions determined in pipes,
Prandtl and von Kármán proposed a correlation of
Cfx = (2log10Rex − 0.65)−2.3 (1.13)
for turbulent flow over smooth plane surfaces [8]. Schultz-Grunow tested velocity






Figure 5: Existing skin friction correlations for laminar and turbulent flow over a flat
plate
for turbulent flow [8]. The laminar and turbulent correlations are plotted in Figure
5. The correlations shown on Figure 5 will be compared to Lienhard’s reinterpreted
correlation to validate results. Figure 5 shows a steady decline of local skin friction
coefficient in the laminar region. The skin friction for turbulent flow is significantly
higher, which leads to an abrupt increase if the transitional region is not accounted
for. Once turbulent flow is achieved, there is another steady decrease of local skin
friction coefficient with increasing Reynolds number.
1.4 Reinterpreting Lienhard’s Correlation
Lienhard’s heat transfer coefficient correlation was reinterpreted to solve for skin
friction using the Reynolds analogy. The explicit version of the Reynolds analogy
was used in this case, which is shown in Equation 1.4. The result is a single formula
11


















for x > L
(1.15)










After reinterpreting Lienhard’s correlation to represent skin friction for laminar, tran-
sitional, and turbulent flow, it was plotted alongside existing skin friction correlations
to ensure agreement. A Prandtl number of 1 and a transitional Reynolds number of
500,000 were used in the Lienhard correlation to create Figure 6.
Figure 6 shows close agreement between Lienhard’s correlation and the existing skin
friction correlations for both laminar and turbulent flow. A vertical line was also
plotted at the transitional Reynolds number in Figure 6 to represent a rapid transi-
tion from laminar to turbulent flow, which is how many current correlations handle
transition. Figure 6 shows the drastic difference between assuming a rapid transition
and accounting for an extended transition region. To provide comparisons within the
transition region, experimental data and higher order boundary layer solvers will be
used in later chapters.
The total or average skin friction coefficient (CD) of a surface is found by integrating
the local values along the length or chord of the surface considered. The reinterpreted
Lienhard correlation was integrated numerically to get its corresponding average skin
friction coefficient. The Blasius and Schultz-Grunow correlations, represented by
Equations 1.12 and 1.14 respectively, were also integrated along the length of the
12
Figure 6: Lienhard’s reinterpreted local skin friction correlation plotted with existing
laminar and turbulent boundary layer correlations
surface to get a corresponding average skin friction coefficient. These are plotted
alongside the reinterpreted Lienhard correlation in Figure 7. A Prandtl number of 1
and a transitional Reynolds number of 500,000 were used for the Lienhard correlation
in Figure 7.
Figure 7 shows good agreement between the Lienhard average skin friction coefficient
and both the laminar and turbulent correlations. The smooth curve shows the grad-
ual transition between laminar and turbulent flow. Rapid transition, corresponding
to an abrupt switch between laminar and turbulent curves at the onset on transition,
was also integrated and plotted in Figure 7. A comparison of the rapid transition
and Lienhard correlation plots shows rapid transition results in a much steeper in-
crease in average skin friction along the surface. At very high Reynolds numbers
(Rex > 10, 000, 000), these curves align with each other and with the plotted turbu-
lent curve. However, during the transition region the difference is clearly shown, as
13
Figure 7: Lienhard’s integrated average skin friction correlation plotted with existing
laminar and turbulent boundary layer correlations
the rapid transition results in a steeper increase in average skin friction compared to
the extended transition corresponding to Lienhard’s correlation.
Integrating the average skin friction coefficient curves shown in Figure 7 gives the total
drag across the surface. If the onset of transition is set equal to ReL = 1, 000, 000
for an overall plate length of Rex = 6, 000, 000, treating transition as a rapid switch
from laminar to turbulent flow results in an overall drag 24% higher than using the
gradual, extended transition region shown by the Lienhard correlation. Similarly,
a transitional Reynolds number of ReL = 500, 000 and an overall plate length of
Rex = 5, 000, 000 results in a 16% higher total drag prediction when assuming a
rapid transition rather than using Lienhard’s gradual transition region.
The next chapters of this thesis will compare Lienhard’s reinterpreted correlation to
experimental data and higher order boundary layer models to validate the correlation.
The experimental data includes studies completed by multiple researchers that include
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natural and forced transition cases. The higher order models include an integral
boundary layer model based on the displacement thickness concept and a model
based on the Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes (RANS) equations. These models





In this chapter, experimental results gathered from several research publications will
be presented and used to validate Lienhard’s reinterpreted correlation. Experimental
data from several sources are gathered and presented in Hoerner’s work [8]. These
experimental sources are plotted in Figure 8. In Figure 8, Hoerner uses Cτ to represent
local skin friction coefficient rather than Cfx, which is used in the rest of this thesis.
All the experimental sources presented in Figure 8 show excellent agreement with
the laminar and turbulent correlation plotted. There is no data shown during the
transition region, but data points on either side of transition show a rapid switch
from laminar to turbulent flow.
In this chapter, three experimental datasets are included in more depth. Among these
sources are both natural and forced transitions to turbulent flow, along with data
within the transition region. Tabulated data from the three experimental datasets is
given in Appendix A.
2.1 Reynolds
Reynolds performed experiments to find the effect that transition location had on
heat transfer to the boundary layer of flow over a flat plate [7]. Figure 9 shows
the experimental plate used by Reynolds. The plate measured 60.5 inches long,
with a slightly tapering width that was 34 inches at the leading edge of the plate
and 32 inches at the trailing edge. The active surface of the plate consisted of 24
individually heated copper strips, coated with a smooth finish to minimize surface
16
Figure 8: Experimental data for local skin friction coefficient [8]
roughness. These copper strips spanned the width of the plate and had streamwise
lengths of approximately 2.5 inches. The copper strips were insulated from each other
and the copper acted as an isothermal surface, giving a uniform temperature across
each individual copper strip. Thermocouples located near the surface at the center
of each strip were installed to allow measurement of the temperature change as the
fluid flowed over the flat plate. Pressure taps were also added on the active surface
to allow measurement of the static pressure on the flat plate. The plate was placed
in a free-jet wind tunnel to conduct the experimental trials [7].
When fluid flow over a smooth surface transitions naturally, it results in a gradual, ex-
tended transition region when looking at a spanwise average. Reynolds described this
flow pattern by dividing the flow into ’slabs’ with the flow in each slab independent
of each other. Figure 10 shows a sketch with spanwise slabs of flow clearly marked.
Each slab has a local abrupt start to transition which differs somewhat from those
around it. As the slabs become thinner and reduce to a single streamwise path of
fluid flow, the transition region becomes a continuous curve. This continuous curve
corresponds to the gradual extended transition region also shown by the Lienhard
correlation.
17
Figure 9: Flat plate setup used to obtain Reynolds experimental heat transfer data
[7]
Figure 10: Natural transition boundary layer development sketch [7]
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Temperature and voltage for each segment were measured during the experiments
performed by Reynolds. The Stanton number, a dimensionless number used to char-
acterize heat transfer in forced convection flows, was calculated using this data and
parameters of the flow [7]. The tabulated Stanton number data is plotted in Figure
11 along with laminar and turbulent curves. The laminar curve is the Pohlhausen




for x < L. (2.1)




for x > L. (2.2)
The Reynolds Stanton number data plotted in Figure 11 includes experimental cases
with both natural transition and tripped transition flow. The natural transition data
shows an extended transition region due to the transition not being a very spanwise
uniform process, as explained previously. The tripped transition data shows a rapid
jump from laminar to turbulent flow, with no intermediate transition region data
points obtained in the experiment due to the rapid transition following the trip.
Reynolds collected data for two forced transition cases, with flow being tripped to
turbulent at Reynolds numbers of 200,000 and 260,000. Both cases are plotted in
Figure 11. Comparing the data plotted in Figure 11, the difference between natural
and forced transition is clearly emphasized. The spanwise uniform process of a laminar
to turbulent trip results in a rapid jump in the data, while the non-uniform spanwise
process of natural transition results in an extended transition region.
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Figure 11: Stanton number data from Reynolds flat plate experiments
2.1.1 Reinterpreting Reynolds’ Experimental Data
The experimental Stanton number data collected by Reynolds was reinterpreted to
be expressed as local skin friction coefficient using the Reynolds analogy. Since the
Reynolds data was collected in air with a Prandtl number of 0.71, the implicit form
of the analogy was used. This is expressed as
Stx =
Cfx/2




where a1, a2, and a3 are coefficients determined experimentally [5]. In this thesis, the
values used for these coefficients were a1 = 0.93, a2 = 12.5, and a3 = 2/3. These
values were proposed by Žukauskas and Šlančiauskas for flow over a flat plate [9]. To
solve this implicit expression, an iterative approach was taken using MATLAB.
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Figure 12: Reynolds experimental data for skin friction in flow with natural transition
plotted with laminar and turbulent correlations
2.1.2 Natural Transition
Once the tabulated Reynolds data was reinterpreted for skin friction using the Reynolds
analogy, it was plotted with known correlations in the laminar and turbulent region.
Figure 12 shows the plot of Reynolds data with natural transition along with lami-
nar and turbulent correlations. Reynolds data has a slight bias towards higher skin
friction in the laminar region compared to the Blasius solution, but expresses overall
agreement with both of the plotted correlations. The Reynolds data shows an ex-
tended transition region with a corresponding increase in local skin friction coefficient
until it reaches turbulent flow, where the coefficient decreases along with the plotted
Prandtl line.
In Figure 13, the Reynolds natural transition data was plotted along with Lienhard’s
reinterpreted correlation. In Lienhard’s correlation, a Prandtl number of 0.71 was
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Figure 13: Reynolds experimental data for skin friction in flow with natural transition
and reinterpreted Lienhard correlation plotted with laminar and turbulent correla-
tions
used and the start of the transition region was set to a Reynolds number of 220,000
to align the transitional region with the experimental data. The Lienhard correlation
and the Reynolds natural transition data are in excellent agreement throughout the
transition region. The transition spans roughly the same length, with similar slopes
in the increase of local skin friction coefficient while the flow is changing from laminar
to turbulent flow. The agreement between the Reynolds natural transition data and
the Lienhard correlation is expected, as Lienhard relied on Reynolds’ data while
developing his correlation [5].
2.1.3 Forced Transition
The experimental data provided by Reynolds also included tabulated Stanton num-
bers for transitional flow that was tripped from laminar to turbulent flow. Using the
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experimental plate setup shown in Figure 9, transition was stimulated by a 1/2 inch
wide strip of 414-grit emery cloth attached to the plate at the desired transitional
onset point. Through experimental trials, Reynolds determined that 414-grit cloth
had no noticeable roughness effect on turbulent heat transfer downstream of the trip.
Data corresponding to tripped Reynolds number values of 200,000 and 260,000 are
plotted in Figure 14. The data corresponding to a Reynolds number of 200,000 was
taken at an air temperature of 71.5◦F and an air density of 0.0758 lb/ft3. The data
corresponding to a Reynolds number of 260,000 was taken at an air temperature of
64.0◦F and an air density of 0.0766 lb/ft3. As shown in Figure 14, both sets of forced
transition data have similar slopes for skin friction increase during the transition from
laminar to turbulent flow. This rapid transition results in data points before and after
transition, but no data points taken during the transition region itself. Additionally,
the streamwise length of the copper segments, roughly 2.5 inches, limited the ability
to observe any streamwise variation. Regardless, the rapid transition to turbulent
flow and corresponding increase in local skin friction coefficient is shown.
The forced transition Reynolds data was plotted alongside the reinterpreted Lienhard
correlation in Figure 15. The reinterpreted Lienhard correlation was plotted with a
Prandtl number of 0.71 and a start of transition Reynolds number of 220,000 to
roughly align its transition start with the experimental data.
Figure 15 shows the forced transition experimental data has a much steeper slope in
the transition region than Lienhard’s correlation, indicating a more rapid transition
from laminar to turbulent. The uniform spanwise transition resulting from the flow
being tripped does not allow for the different ’slabs’ of flow, as shown in Figure 10,
to begin transition at somewhat different points during flow along the plate.
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Figure 14: Reynolds experimental data for skin friction in flow with forced transition
plotted with laminar and turbulent correlations
Figure 15: Reynolds experimental data for skin friction in flow with forced transition
and reinterpreted Lienhard correlation plotted with laminar and turbulent correla-
tions
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2.2 Schubauer and Klebanoff
Schubauer and Klebanoff conducted experiments to study transitional boundary lay-
ers for flow over a flat plate. A 12 foot long 1/4 inch rolled aluminium sheet with a
sharpened leading edge was used for the experimental trials. The plate completely
spanned the 4.5 foot wide test section of the wind tunnel being used [10]. Hot-wire
probes were arranged to collect data, set up to be sensitive to the longitudinal compo-
nent of the fluid flow. This captured properties in the transition region corresponding
to a streamwise path of fluid flow at a fixed spanwise location.
A hot-wire probe is a very thin wire inserted into the flow at the end of a probe.
Electricity is applied to the wire, which generates heat due to resistance. As the air
flows over the wire, heat is carried away from the probe. This heat transfer varies
with the velocity of the flow. The measured changes can be used to calculate velocity
at the probe tip [10]. Besides the measurements obtained using the hot-wire probes,
pressures were measured using surface static ports and total head tubes. These exper-
iments consisted of natural transition from laminar to turbulent flow, resulting from
increasing Reynolds number as the fluid flowed over the experimental flat plate setup.
The Schubauer and Klebanoff experiments recorded velocity profile data for the fluid
flow [10]. This data was analyzed and interpreted to local skin friction coefficient [2].
After being interpreted to local skin friction coefficient, the Schubauer and Klebanoff
data was used for comparison with the reinterpreted Lienhard correlation.
Figure 16 shows the Schubauer and Klebanoff skin friction coefficient data plot-
ted with laminar and turbulent correlations. Although it was not explicitly stated,
the data indicates a transition onset at a Reynolds number approximately equal to
2,700,000. The Schubauer and Klebanoff data was only recorded for the transition
region, but shows a rapid transition to turbulent flow similar to the forced transi-
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Figure 16: Schubauer and Klebanoff skin friction data plotted with laminar and
turbulent correlations
tion Reynolds data. The Schubauer and Klebanoff data was recorded along a single
streamwise path of flow, so a spanwise average of values was not taken into account.
Thus, the transition from laminar to turbulent flow follows a rapid, steep path similar
to the forced transition data collected by Reynolds. Since each streamwise path of
flow undergoes an abrupt transition, looking at a single streamwise path results in
data trends similar to looking at a spanwise uniform trip.
To compare with the reinterpreted Lienhard correlation, the data was plotted again
in Figure 17. The reinterpreted Lienhard correlation used a Prandtl number of 1
and a transitional Reynolds number of 2,600,000 in Figure 17 to align the start of
transition with the plotted experimental data.
The rapid transition shown by the Schubauer and Klenbanoff data in Figure 17 shows
an increase in skin friction much more rapid than the reinterpreted Lienhard correla-
tion. This is in agreement with the plots showing the Reynolds data for the tripped
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Figure 17: Schubauer and Klebanoff skin friction data and reinterpreted Lienhard
correlation plotted with laminar and turbulent correlations
cases. Data corresponding to tripped transition and natural transition along a stream-
wise path of flow result in similar rapid transitions from laminar to turbulent flow,
while a spanwise average of natural transition results in a more extended, gradual
transition.
2.3 ERCOFTAC
The European research community on flow, turbulence and combustion (ERCOF-
TAC) published experimental measurements taken by Coupland while studying flat
plate transitional boundary layers [11]. Coupland used a flat plate measuring 170 cm
long with a sharpened leading edge in a wind tunnel for his experiments. The test
plate had static pressure tappings and surface plugs flush with the flat plate surface
to allow for pressure readings without interfering with fluid flow. Single and X-wire
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probes were used to measure freestream turbulence properties and boundary layer
velocity profiles along a streamwise path of fluid flow [12].
The velocity profiles were then analyzed to compute skin friction for the boundary
layer. For the laminar and transitional regions, the momentum balance method was
used. The mean velocity profiles at streamwise locations along a single path of fluid
flow were integrated to obtain the momentum thickness (θ) as a function of streamwise







Equation 2.4 is valid for 2D boundary layers with zero pressure gradient. For the
turbulent region, velocity profiles were fitted to a similarity law to extract the skin
friction. The velocity profile data for all regions of flow was taken along a single
streamwise trajectory of fluid flow, with no indication of spanwise averaging [11].
Figure 18 shows the ERCOFTAC experimental data plotted with laminar and tur-
bulent correlations. Two experimental trials are included, labeled as T3A- and T3A
on the plot. The T3A- trial was taken at a freestream velocity of 19.8 m/s and a
turbulence intensity of 0.9%. The T3A trial was taken at a freestream velocity of 5.4
m/s and a turbulence intensity of 3.0%.
The T3A- dataset does not include turbulent flow, but the laminar and first half of
transition regions are shown. This partial view of the transition region is enough to
provide a sense of how long the transition region will be and how rapid transition will
occur. The laminar portion of the data for both test cases is in good agreement with
the plotted laminar Blasius solution before the onset of transition raises the local
skin friction coefficient towards the turbulent correlation. While it is not explicitly
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Figure 18: ERCOFTAC skin friction data plotted with laminar and turbulent corre-
lations
stated, the data in Figure 18 shows that the flow started transitioning near a Reynolds
number of 130,000 for the T3A test case and 1,500,000 for the T3A- test case.
The ERCOFTAC dataset was plotted alongside the reinterpreted Lienhard correlation
for comparison in Figure 19. The Lienhard correlation was plotted twice to align it
with the onset of transition for both sets of experimental data. A Prandtl number of
1 was used in both cases, and transitional Reynolds numbers of 130,000 and 1,700,000
were used to align the curves with the T3A and T3A- datasets respectively.
Figure 19 shows the ERCOFTAC dataset has a more rapid transition to turbulent flow
than the Lienhard correlation. Similar to the other experimental datasets that feature
tripped transition or measurements along a streamwise path, the ERCOFTAC data
has a more rapid increase in local skin friction coefficient than the extended transition
region that comes from a spanwise average of natural transition.
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Figure 19: ERCOFTAC skin friction data and reinterpreted Lienhard correlation
plotted with laminar and turbulent correlations
While the Reynolds natural transition data showed excellent agreement with the
reinterpreted Lienhard correlation, the other experimental data sources showed more
rapid transitions between laminar and turbulent flow. The Reynolds forced transi-
tion data featured a spanwise uniform trip from laminar to turbulent flow, which
resulted in a rapid, shortened transition region. Both the Schubauer and Klebanoff
and ERCOFTAC datasets were taken along a streamwise path of fluid flow, which
did not capture how natural transition is not a spanwise uniform process. This gave
similar results to the Reynolds forced transition data, a more rapid transition than
the reinterpreted Lienhard data.
In addition to experimental data, the reinterpreted Lienhard correlation was com-
pared to higher order boundary layer models for verification. The next chapter will
compare the reinterpreted Lienhard correlation to an integral boundary layer model,
based on the concept of displacement thickness in the boundary layer.
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Chapter 3
INTEGRAL BOUNDARY LAYER MODEL
3.1 von Kármán Momentum Integral Equation
Starting with the equations of motion for steady, two-dimensional flow, the von
Kármán momentum integral equation can be derived. The von Kármán momen-
tum integral equation provides a basic tool for approximate boundary layer solutions,
applicable for both laminar and turbulent flow [13]. It provides a functional relation
between wall shear stress and boundary layer development for steady, planar flow.
The von Kármán momentum integral equation for two-dimensional, incompressible
boundary layers is shown in Equation 3.1. In Equation 3.1, x is defined as the
coordinate along the path of fluid flow, y is the coordinate perpendicular to fluid flow
from the plate surface towards the boundary layer edge, u is the component of flow











The displacement thickness (δ*) and momentum thickness (θ) in Equation 3.1 are








u(ue − u) dy (3.3)
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While the von Kármán momentum integral equation (3.1) is an exact ordinary dif-
ferential equation, it requires empirical closure relations to be solved. Many different
closure equations have been proposed based on different assumptions and curve fits,
with separate equations used for laminar and turbulent flow [14]. This leads to accu-
rate results in individual regions, but changing from a laminar to turbulent closure
set of relations for flows with transition often results in unphysical, abrupt changes
in boundary layer parameters [14].
Drela and Giles formulated a specially designed closure relation to give continuous
variations in boundary layer properties through the transition region [15]. For this
thesis, the Drela and Giles model is utilized to capture boundary layer properties
within the transition region.
3.2 Drela and Giles Equations
Drela and Giles developed a method for modeling boundary layers in airfoil design [15].
By creating a quicker, more robust analysis method for airfoil boundary layers than
the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) methods that were commonly used at
the time, Drela and Giles hoped to allow for greater iteration and ultimately better
airfoil designs. The Drela and Giles model results in a set of differential equations
that can be solved to express boundary layer properties of fluid flow. This integral
boundary layer method is based on the displacement thickness concept.
For laminar flow, boundary layer properties can be represented by the following pair
of differential equations, 3.4 and 3.5 [15]. The equations differentiate momentum
thickness (θ) and the kinetic energy shape parameter (H*) with respect to ξ, the
streamwise boundary layer coordinate. This allows properties to be solved for as a
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function of distance along the surface from the leading edge.
dθ
dξ
























The kinematic shape parameter (Hk) is given by the following relation between shape





Additional relations are needed for closure of the Drela and Giles differential equa-
tions. Different closure relations are proposed for laminar and turbulent flow.
3.2.1 Laminar Closure
For laminar flow, the Falkner-Skan profile family is assumed for the boundary layer to
close the integral boundary layer Equations 3.4 and 3.5 [15]. The kinetic energy shape
parameter (H*), skin friction coefficient (Cfx), and dissipation coefficient (Cdiss) are


































0.207 + 0.00205(4−Hk)5.5 for Hk < 4
0.207− 0.003 (Hk − 4)
2
(1 + 0.02(Hk − 4)2)
for Hk > 4
(3.9)








Since H** has a small effect in transonic flows and is negligible at low subsonic flow
speeds, Equation 3.10 is used for both laminar and turbulent flows.
3.2.2 Turbulent Closure
For turbulent flow, a third differential equation is added. Equation 3.11, which differ-
entiates shear stress coefficient (Cτ ) with respect to streamwise location (ξ), is solved
along with Equations 3.4 and 3.5 to return boundary layer parameters.
dCτ
dξ




To get closure on the integral equations in the turbulent region, the following equa-
tions were derived using the skin friction and velocity profile formulas presented by




















































In Equation 3.15, µe and ρe are the viscosity and density of flow at the boundary layer
edge, and η is a thin shear layer coordinate. In Equation 3.14, a and b are constants
determined implicitly by substituting the equation into the standard momentum and
displacement thickness definitions.








Normalized wall slip velocity (Us) and equilibrium shear stress coefficient (Cτeq) are









































(Hk −H0 + 4/log10(Reθ))2
]
for Hk > H0
(3.19)
In Equation 3.19, H0 is based on the following relation, determined by the Reynolds
number at the current streamwise position along the surface.
H0 =





for Reθ > 400
(3.20)




Us + Cτ (1− Us) (3.21)
3.2.3 Transition
While implementing the Drela and Giles equations, simulating the onset of transition
can be accomplished through one of two methods. The user can either specify for
transition to start at a fixed streamwise location (or Rex), or can employ additional
auxiliary equations that model boundary layer stability to implement a switch be-
tween laminar and turbulent closure relations [15]. If a fixed streamwise location is
used, the Drela and Giles equations will switch to the turbulent closure equations at
that location, starting the smooth transition curve that leads to turbulent flow.
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The auxiliary equations that can be utilized use the eN method, along with a specified
critical value of N to predict transition onset. N , the transition disturbance amplifi-
cation factor, mimics the effect of different flow environments on transition location.
When N reaches a specified critical value (Ncrit), the onset of transition occurs [15].
Using the Falkner-Skan profile family, the amplification factor can be approximated





To complete Equation 3.22, the slope ( dN
dReθ
) and the critical Reynolds number Reθ0
are calculated using the following empirical formulas.
dN
dReθ



















Drela and Giles did not have any useful empirical laws describing transitional Reynolds
stresses to employ. They adopted an approach of setting the initial value of C
1/2
τ at
the onset of transition to 0.7 times its equilibrium value. This simple model provides
good agreement for low Reynolds number and transonic airfoil flows [15]. Figure 20
shows the transition interval treatment taken by Drela and Giles.
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Figure 20: Treatment of CTau during transition interval [15]
3.3 XFOIL
XFOIL is a design and analysis tool for subsonic compressible flow around airfoils
developed by MIT [17]. It allows for inviscid and viscous analysis of existing airfoils
with a variety of input parameters. Both forced and free transitions are possible to
simulate. XFOIL utilizes the integral boundary layer equations developed by Drela
and Giles [17]. The critical value for the transition disturbance amplification factor
(Ncrit) is input to XFOIL to indicate the onset of transition for the Drela and Giles
closure equations.
For this thesis, XFOIL simulations were completed with slender symmetrical airfoils
oriented at zero angle of attack to approximate flow over a flat plate. The XFOIL
simulations utilized an input chord Reynolds number of Rechord = 2, 000, 000 and
an input flow Mach number of 0. The first simulations for flow and boundary layer
development were completed using a NACA 0002 airfoil. Figure 21 shows the profile
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Figure 21: Profile of NACA 0002 airfoil
of a NACA 0002 airfoil. It has a slender, streamlined body which minimizes the effect
of any pressure variations. The result is an approximation of flow over a flat plate.
Figure 22 shows the XFOIL pressure coefficient distribution along a NACA 0002 airfoil
oriented at zero angle of attack. The pressure coefficient is a dimensionless number
which describes the relative pressures throughout a flow field. After a short favorable
pressure gradient at the leading edge, the plate has a slight adverse pressure gradient
over the remainder of its surface. Flow over a flat plate has no pressure gradient, so
Figure 22 shows the XFOIL results are not an ideal approximation of flat plate flow.
However, the small magnitude of the pressure coefficient values across the plate for
the NACA 0002 airfoil indicate that pressure contributions to the drag are low, so a
rough approximation of flat plate flow is achieved.
Ncrit values were changed between XFOIL simulation trials to vary the onset of transi-
tion and observe system response. Ncrit values greater than 6 resulted in flow staying
laminar over the entirety of the airfoil surface. Skin friction coefficient outputs from
trials corresponding to Ncrit values of 2, 4, and 6 are plotted in Figure 23. All three
plotted cases show good agreement with the laminar and turbulent correlations, with
a slight overshoot of the turbulent correlation at the end of transition. After this
overshoot, the XFOIL skin friction output lowers to align with the turbulent correla-
tion. All plotted XFOIL experimental trials produced similar slopes in the transition
region. Additionally, all produced similar magnitudes of overshoot once turbulent
flow is achieved.
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Figure 22: XFOIL pressure coefficient distribution along NACA 0002 airfoil surface
at zero angle of attack, Ncrit = 2, Rechord = 2, 000, 000
Figure 23: Skin friction coefficient outputs from XFOIL simulation: NACA 0002
airfoil at zero angle of attack, Rechord = 2, 000, 000
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Figure 24: XFOIL output window: pressure coefficient distribution for NACA 0001
airfoil at zero angle of attack, Ncrit=2, Rechord = 2, 000, 000
Figure 25: XFOIL output window: pressure coefficient distribution for NACA 0002
airfoil at zero angle of attack, Ncrit=2, Rechord = 2, 000, 000
The XFOIL simulation was repeated with a NACA 0001 airfoil oriented at zero angle
of attack in an attempt to get a closer approximation of flow over a flat plate. XFOIL
had numerical difficulty solving the leading edge of the airfoil in this case. Despite
refining the grid size as much as possible to improve the simulation, XFOIL still gave
a significant pressure coefficient spike at the leading edge of the airfoil, indicating it
was not solving the boundary layer properly. This spike was not seen in the output
pressure coefficient plot for the NACA 0002 airfoil case.
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Figure 24 shows the pressure distribution along the NACA 0001 airfoil, clearly show-
ing a large pressure spike at the leading edge of the plate, which is the left edge in
the figure. Figure 25 shows the pressure distribution for the NACA 0002 airfoil trials.
The large pressure spike at the leading edge is not present, indicating the simulation
was more successful in providing a leading edge pressure distribution that simulates
a flat plate.
3.4 MATLAB Implementation
Although the XFOIL simulations for slender, symmetrical airfoils were able to ap-
proximate flow over a flat plate, the flow conditions still feature a pressure gradient
as fluid flows along the surface of the airfoil. To get a better representation of flow
with zero pressure gradient and only skin friction drag components, the Drela and
Giles equations were coded into a MATLAB script so a flat plate could be analyzed
directly. The Drela and Giles integral boundary layer equations were solved for as a
function of distance from the leading edge of the plate.
Since this thesis is only concerned with flow over a flat plate with zero pressure
gradient, several simplifications were made to the Drela and Giles equations as they
were implemented. The boundary layer edge velocity (ue) is constant under these
conditions, so Equations 3.4 and 3.5 reduce to Equations 3.25 and 3.26 respectively.
Input parameters included a Kinematic viscosity (ν) for air of 1.5e-5 m2/s and a
boundary layer edge velocity of 10 m/s. Due to the low flow speeds, the Mach
number was approximated as 0. This results in Equation 3.6 reducing to the simple











(2Cdiss − Cfx2 H*)
θ
(3.26)
After the system of first order differential equations were solved in a MATLAB func-
tion, θ, H*, and Cτ were output to the workspace. These parameters were used to
solve for skin friction coefficient using Equations 3.8 and 3.12 for laminar and turbu-
lent flow, respectively. A transitional Reynolds number was specified at the start of
the MATLAB script to determine when the governing equations switched from lam-
inar to turbulent flow for the system. The MATLAB code implementing the Drela
and Giles integral boundary layer equations is given in Appendix B.
The skin friction coefficient output from the MATLAB script was plotted alongside
XFOIL results for validation and the reinterpreted Lienhard correlation for compari-
son. Since the boundary layer solving model present in XFOIL is based on the integral
boundary layer model developed by Drela and Giles, a direct comparison provided a
quick way to ensure the MATLAB script was functioning as intended.
Figure 26 shows the Drela and Giles MATLAB output plotted with XFOIL simulation
results for a NACA 0002 airfoil, along with laminar and turbulent correlations. The
Drela and Giles equations were given a transitional Reynolds number of 600,000 and
the XFOIL simulation was completed with an input Ncrit value of 2 and a chord
Reynolds number of 2,000,000 for the plot in Figure 26.
The two plotted curves have excellent agreement with the laminar and turbulent
correlations. In the transition region, the Drela and Giles equations produce a slightly
steeper slope than the XFOIL results, indicating a slightly more rapid increase in skin
friction coefficient. Both curves show an overshoot when turbulent flow is achieved,
rising above the plotted turbulent correlation before reaching agreement with the
correlation. The Drela and Giles plotted line has a larger overshoot than the XFOIL
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Figure 26: Drela and Giles MATLAB script output plotted with correlations and
XFOIL simulation results for NACA 0002 airfoil: Ncrit = 2, Rechord = 2, 000, 000
results, rising to a higher peak skin friction coefficient value before settling down to
the turbulent correlation. The transition region, from onset to reaching agreement
with the turbulent correlation, is roughly the same length for both plotted curves.
Figure 27 shows the Drela and Giles MATLAB script output plotted with laminar
and turbulent correlations and with the reinterpreted Lienhard correlation. Both the
Drela and Giles integral equations and the Lienhard correlation were plotted with a
transitional Reynolds number of 500,000 in Figure 27. The Drela and Giles equa-
tions result in a much steeper increase in the transition region than the reinterpreted
Lienhard correlation. Additionally, the Drela and Giles equations result in a slight
overshoot in skin friction coefficient when turbulent flow is achieved, while the rein-
terpreted Lienhard correlation does not. The Drela and Giles equations result in a
steep transitional curve that aligns closer with tripped transition experimental data
and experimental data taken along a fixed streamwise path of fluid flow.
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Figure 27: Drela and Giles MATLAB script output plotted with reinterpreted Lien-
hard correlation and laminar and turbulent correlations
In an attempt to slow the rise of skin friction coefficient and extend the transition
region produced by the Drela and Giles equations, modifications were made to the
constants in Equation 3.11. Drela and Giles refer to Equation 3.11, the additional
differential equation added for turbulent closure, as the lag equation. This lag equa-
tion is included in the turbulent formulation to account for lags in the response of
the turbulent stresses to changing flow conditions. However, changing the constant
in this equation only affected the overshoot upon reaching turbulent flow, not the ini-
tial increase in skin friction during transition. Increasing the constant value resulted
in a shorter overshoot region and a quicker return to agreement with the turbulent
correlation. Decreasing the constant value had the opposite effect, resulting in the
overshoot region getting extended.
Another method of slowing the increase in skin friction predicted by the integral
boundary layer model would be to run a range of trials with different transition onset
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criteria. While a single run predicts a much more rapid skin friction rise, averaging
multiple runs that have different onsets of transition would likely produce a slower
increase in skin friction that aligns closer to the reinterpreted Lienhard correlation.
Lienhard’s work could be used as guidance for defining lower and upper transitional
Reynolds numbers for this variation.
The Drela and Giles integral boundary layer model was implemented using XFOIL
and by inputting the equations directly into a MATLAB script. These results were
compared to the reinterpreted Lienhard correlation for validation. The Drela and
Giles equations produced a steeper transition between laminar and turbulent flow
than the Lienhard correlation. The results were more closely aligned with tripped
transitional data and data taken along a single streamwise path of fluid flow. The
next chapter will utilize a Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) boundary layer
model to compare and validate the reinterpreted Lienhard equation.
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Chapter 4
REYNOLDS-AVERAGED NAVIER-STOKES BOUNDARY LAYER MODEL
4.1 Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes Equations
The Navier-Stokes equations are a set of partial differential equations that describe
the motion of viscous Newtonian fluids. They mathematically express conservation of
momentum and conservation of mass for Newtonian fluids [18]. Equation 4.1 shows


















The Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations are time averaged equa-
tions of motion for fluid flow. The Navier-Stokes equations can be decomposed using
Reynolds decomposition, separating fluid flow into its time-averaged and fluctuating
quantities. When implemented alongside empirical closure relations, these equations
can be used to give approximate time-averaged solutions to the Navier-Stokes equa-
tions. A wide variety of closure relations exist, ranging in simplicity from models
which solely solve a system of partial differential equations for the mean field, to
higher order equation models which involve additional transport equations for the
components of the Reynolds-stress tensor, τij.
















In Equation 4.2, τij is the Reynolds-stress term, which incorporates the effects of
turbulent motions on the mean stresses. Along with the four dependent variables ui
and p in the system of equations 4.2 and 4.3, the Reynolds-stress term introduces
six additional independent unknowns. Closure of this system depends on turbulence
models to solve for the high-order moments of velocity fluctuations seen in the stress
tensor [18]. The model used in this thesis for closure of the Reynolds-averaged Navier-
Stokes equations is the Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model.
4.2 Spalart-Allmaras Turbulence Model
The Spalart-Allmaras (S-A) turbulence model is a single equation model that solves
for the kinematic turbulent eddy viscosity in turbulent flow [19]. Prior single equation
models used higher order turbulence models as a basis for development, which had
adverse effects on model predictions and led to reduced control over model mechanics.
The S-A turbulence model was generated without the use of higher order models,
leading to better performance and a better calibrated overall model.
The Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations and a transport equation are solved
for in the S-A turbulence model. Reynolds stresses are given by the constitutive
relation
− uiuj = 2νtSij (4.4)
where Sij is the strain-rate tensor and ui, uj are the fluctuating velocity components.
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Eddy viscosity, νt, is given by
νt = ν̃fν1 (4.5)
where ν̃ is a working variable of the turbulence model. An empirical function of the




, X ≡ ν̃
ν
(4.6)
There is no exact transport equation for eddy viscosity (νt) to allow for approximation
term by term, so an empirical approach was taken for closure of the νt equation.
The transport equation used by this model is
Dν̃
Dt


















Equation 4.7 utilizes several empirical intermediate functions for closure, including
S̃ ≡ S + ν̃
κ2d2




where S is the magnitude of the vorticity and d is the distance to the closest wall.
Additional empirical relations are used for the intermediate variables fw, g, and r.














Equations 4.10 and 4.11 define ft1 and ft2, which are empirical relations responsible
for flow tripping from laminar to turbulent flow.
















Constants in the S-A turbulence model are empirically determined, and are taken to
be cb1 = 0.135, σ = 2/3, cb2 = 0.622, κ = 0.41, cw1 = cb1/κ + (1 + cb2)/σ, cw2 = 0.3,
cw3 = 2, cν1 = 7.1, ct1 = 1, ct2 = 2, ct3 = 1.2, and ct4 = 0.5 [19].
Along with a turbulence model, the Reynolds-averaged Navier Stokes equations need
a model for transition to provide a complete picture of boundary layer development.
The Bas and Cakmakcioglu model is the transition model used in this thesis.
4.3 Bas and Cakmakcioglu Algebraic Transition Model
The Bas and Cakmakcioglu (B-C) model is an algebraic model that solves for an
intermittency function rather than a differential equation. The main approach behind
the B-C model is to reduce the total number of equations needed by utilizing equations
from the underlying turbulence model [20]. Rather than deriving extra equations for
the intermittent transition region like many other transition models, the B-C model
treats the transition region as a damped version of the turbulent region. As turbulent
viscosity is generated, the B-C model lessens its damping of the underlying turbulence
model until it is fully disabled, leaving a fully turbulent boundary layer governed by
the underlying turbulence model. The Spalart-Allmaras (S-A) turbulence model is
used as the baseline turbulence model for the B-C transition model. The B-C model
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can be used to provide a simplified representation for both 2D and 3D flows, giving
it a wide range of applicability [20].
The B-C model’s transition effects are included in the S-A turbulence model through
the use of the intermittency distribution function (γBC). Equation 4.12 shows the


























The γBC function acts so turbulence production is damped until a transition onset
criteria is fulfilled. Once the onset of transition occurs, γBC follows the distribution
of an exponential function, rising from 0 at the onset of transition to 1 at the start
of fully turbulent flow. Equation 4.13 shows the exponential function used for the
intermittency distribution function after the onset of transition.
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In the above equations, ρ is the density, µ is the molecular viscosity, dw is the distance
from the nearest wall, and νBC is a proposed non-dimensional term consisting of tur-
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bulent viscosity (νt), local velocity magnitude (U), and dw. χ1 and χ2 are calibration
constants. Reθc is the critical momentum thickness Reynolds number, a correlation
provided by Equation 4.16, based on a range of transition experiments.
Reθc = 803.73(Tu+ 0.6067)
−1.027 (4.16)
In Equation 4.16, Tu is the turbulence intensity seen by the flow field [20].
4.4 SU2 Implementation
SU2 is a collection of open-source software tools designed for calculating numerical
solutions to partial differential equations [2]. SU2 has several primary applications,
but for this thesis the computational fluid dynamics package was utilized. The sim-
ulation performed in SU2 analyzed boundary layer development in flow over a flat
plate. It utilized steady, 2D, incompressible Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equa-
tions for boundary layer development. The S-A turbulence model was incorporated
in the boundary layer formulation, along with the B-C transition model.
SU2 is a command line software, utilizing input files to specify simulation parameters
and geometry. The simulation geometry was specified by the input grid file, which
defined the 1.5 meter long plate inside the flow field. The grid used during the SU2
simulations is shown in Figure 28. In Figure 28, boundary conditions implemented
include inlet (red), outlet (blue), symmetry (orange), and wall (green).
Input parameters for transitional flow simulations in SU2 include freestream velocity,
density, viscosity, and turbulence intensity. These input parameters are introduced
to SU2 using a configuration file. Along with input parameters, the configuration file
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Figure 28: Mesh grid used in SU2 simulations
specifies the turbulent and transitional flow field models that the solver will use, and
the output files that the simulation will produce [2]. The configuration file used for
the SU2 simulations is given in Appendix C.
Turbulence intensity was varied between simulation trials to shift the onset of tran-
sition and observe the simulation response. Freestream velocity and viscosity inputs
were also varied between simulation trials to align the transition region with the dense
section of the grid shown in Figure 28. The trial corresponding to a turbulence in-
tensity of 1% was completed with a freestream velocity of 50.1 m/s, a density of 1.2
kg/m3, and a viscosity of 1.8e-5 m2/s. This gives a resulting Reynolds number at
the trailing edge of the plate of Rex = 3, 340, 000. An additional trial was completed
with a turbulence intensity of 0.1%, a freestream velocity of 65 m/s, a density of 1.2
kg/m3, and a viscosity of 1.5e-5 m2/s. This gives a resulting Reynolds number at the
trailing edge of the plate of Rex = 5, 200, 000. The third trial was completed with a
turbulence intensity of 0.0%, a freestream velocity of 70 m/s, a density of 1.2 kg/m3,
and a viscosity of 1.3e-5 m2/s. This gives a resulting Reynolds number at the trailing
edge of the plate of Rex = 6, 460, 000. All simulation trials had Mach numbers of less
than 0.2, so compressibility effects were not considered and the incompressible flow
solver was utilized.
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Figure 29: SU2 simulation results plotted with laminar and turbulent correlations
After completing the simulations in SU2, the results files were imported into ParaView
for post-processing. Skin friction coefficient data embedded in the output files was
extracted and saved in a plottable format, so it could be compared to the reinterpreted
Lienhard correlation and other results. Figure 29 shows the skin friction results
from the SU2 simulations, plotted along with laminar and turbulent correlations.
The simulations plotted in Figure 29 were completed with turbulence intensities of
1%, 0.1%, and 0.0%. The SU2 results corresponding to 1% turbulence intensity
show excellent agreement with both the laminar and turbulent regions, while the
0.1% and 0.0% results show a slight overshoot of the turbulent correlation upon
ending transition. All three SU2 cases show similar slopes within the transition
region, featuring a steep increase in skin friction during the transition from laminar
to turbulent flow.
Figure 30 shows the SU2 results plotted with the reinterpreted Lienhard correlation
for comparison. The Lienhard correlation was plotted with a transitional Reynolds
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Figure 30: SU2 simulation results plotted with reinterpreted Lienhard correlation and
laminar and turbulent correlations
number of 700,000 and the SU2 simulation was completed with a turbulence intensity
of 1% in Figure 30 to align the onset of transition. The SU2 results show a much
steeper increase in skin friction during the transition region than the reinterpreted
Lienhard correlation. The SU2 transition region is closer aligned to the rapid increase
seen in tripped transition experimental data and data taken along a streamwise path
of fluid flow.
For comparison, Figure 31 shows the SU2 simulation results plotted with the Drela
and Giles equations. The SU2 simulation was completed with a turbulence intensity
of 1% and the Drela and Giles equations have a transitional Reynolds number of
750,000 in Figure 31. The SU2 results and the Drela and Giles equations show very
similar slopes in the transition region. The Drela and Giles equations overshoot the
turbulence correlation at the end of the transition region, while the SU2 simulation
results do not. Due to the overshoot, the SU2 simulation results reach agreement
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Figure 31: SU2 simulation results plotted with Drela and Giles equations and laminar
and turbulent correlations
with the turbulent correlation at a lower Reynolds number than the Drela and Giles
equations.
SU2 is an open source software that was utilized to simulate transitional boundary
layer flow over a flat plate. The simulation used the Spalart-Allmaras turbulence
model and the Bas and Cakmakcioglu algebraic transition model to describe boundary
layer development. Predicted skin friction was plotted alongside the reinterpreted
Lienhard equation; the SU2 results show a steeper increase in skin friction during the
transition region than the Lienhard correlation. The increase in skin friction within
the transition region predicted by SU2 was similar to the Drela and Giles integral
boundary layer model and experimental data corresponding to tripped transitional
boundary layer experimental data.
Parameters in the B-C transition model could possibly be adjusted to slow the pro-
duction of turbulent viscosity (νT ), which could simulate a slower rise in skin friction
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and create an extended transition region. Altering the constants in the Equations
4.13 and 4.14 would likely have an effect on shape and slope of the transition from
laminar to turbulent flow, which could result in closer agreement with the reinter-
preted Lienhard correlation. However, the B-C equations are not accessible within
the SU2 software, so no attempt was made to alter these constants to observe the
system response.
Similar to the integral boundary layer model, a range of SU2 simulation trials could
be performed with varying onsets of transition. If these results are averaged together
a slower increase in skin friction coefficient will likely be shown, with results closer
aligned to the reinterpreted Lienhard correlation. Lienhard’s work could be used as





Modern engineering applications, such as composite designs on aircraft wings and
fuselages, have greatly lowered drag due to both skin friction and pressure contribu-
tions. This results in flow staying laminar for extended lengths from the leading edge
rather than tripping to turbulent flow close to the leading edge. Models and correla-
tions for skin friction drag on a smooth flat plate can predict transition behavior for
these applications.
Simplified treatments of boundary layers present transition as a rapid switch from
laminar to turbulent flow, with distinct properties and correlations in each region.
Skin friction in laminar flow can be solved for using the Blasius solution [8], which is
an exact theoretical solution. For turbulent flow, several empirical correlations exist
that model the variation of skin friction. Natural transition, however, is not a spanwise
uniform process. The onset of natural transition can vary somewhat between different
streamwise paths of fluid flow. This results in an extended, gradual transition region
when looking at a spanwise average of boundary layer fluid flow. When looking at
an average drag force across a streamlined surface, such as an airplane wing, a skin
friction model that takes this extended transition region into account provides a more
accurate model compared to models which incorporate a rapid transition from laminar
to turbulent flow.
Lienhard [5] created a new correlation for heat transfer coefficient that spans laminar,
transitional, and turbulent flow based on re-analysis of existing heat transfer data for
smooth flat plates. This correlation resulted in a gradual, extended transition region
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rather than an abrupt, rapid switch from laminar to turbulent flow. The objective
of this thesis is to reinterpret Lienhard’s heat transfer correlation to solve for skin
friction coefficient using the Reynolds analogy, then compare this new correlation to
available experimental data and existing boundary layer models.
For validation, experimental data gathered from multiple published sources was used,
including data corresponding to tripped and natural transitional flow cases. An in-
tegral boundary layer model developed by Drela and Giles, which is based on the
von Kármán momentum integral equation, was also presented and used. A Reynolds-
averaged Navier-Stokes model, which utilizes the Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model
and the Bas and Cakmakcioglu algebraic transition model for closure, was also imple-
mented for validation of the Lienhard model. After completing the reinterpretation of
the Lienhard correlation and comparing it to available experimental data and bound-
ary layer models, the follow conclusions were found.
5.1 Conclusions
1. The Lienhard heat transfer correlation can be reinterpreted using the Reynolds
analogy to produce a skin friction correlation that includes the transition region.
This reinterpreted Lienhard correlation shows excellent agreement with widely
accepted correlations in both the laminar and turbulent regions. A smooth,
extended transition region is formed that results in lower average drag coefficient
values than a rapid transition between laminar and turbulent flow.
2. The reinterpreted Lienhard correlation shows excellent agreement with the Reynolds
natural transition heat transfer data [7]. This data was taken as a spanwise av-
erage of heat transfer in the boundary layer, capturing the gradual extended
natural transition region. This data was reinterpreted from heat transfer to skin
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friction to be compared with the reinterpreted Lienhard correlation. Reynolds
data corresponding to tripped transition was also reinterpreted as skin friction
and compared to the reinterpreted Lienhard correlation. The tripped transition
resulted in a more rapid increase in skin friction through the transition region
than the reinterpreted Lienhard correlation. Additional experimental datasets
taken along a single streamline path of fluid flow were compared, which also
resulted in a steeper rise in skin friction coefficient through transition than the
reinterpreted Lienhard correlation.
3. The integral boundary layer equations produced by Drela and Giles [15] re-
sulted in a steeper increase in skin friction during the transition region than the
reinterpreted Lienhard correlation. The rapid transition produced by the Drela
and Giles equations was similar in slope to tripped experimental data and data
taken along a streamwise path of fluid flow.
4. The SU2 simulations that utilized the Reynolds-averaged Navier Stokes equa-
tions produced a steeper increase in skin friction coefficient than the reinter-
preted Lienhard correlation in the transition region. The transition region pre-
dicted by SU2 was similar in length and slope of skin friction increase to the
integral boundary layer model developed by Drela and Giles. In addition, the
predicted results aligned with experimental data taken along a streamwise path
of fluid flow and tripped transition data.
Overall, the current thesis shows that Lienhard’s heat transfer correlation can be
reinterpreted to solve for skin friction coefficient. This reinterpreted correlation shows
excellent agreement with known correlations in the laminar and turbulent regions,
along with natural transition experimental data that takes into account spanwise
differences in fluid flow.
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Real world applications that feature smooth, streamlined surfaces often allow for flow
to remain laminar for extended periods before natural transition occurs, rather than
tripping to turbulent flow near the leading edge. With a focus on spanwise average val-
ues, such as overall drag over a streamlined surface, existing sophisticated boundary
layer models may not accurately predict the behavior produced. The rapid transition
shown in the integral boundary layer model developed by Drela and Giles and the
Reynolds-averaged Navier Stokes model used in SU2 both result in higher predictions
of average drag seen on these surfaces. When looking at a plate with a transitional
Reynolds number of ReL = 1, 000, 000 and a total length of Rex = 6, 000, 000, treat-
ing transition as a instantaneous switch from laminar to turbulent flow gives a 24%
higher drag than predicted by the reinterpreted Lienhard correlation. While the in-
tegral and Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes boundary layer models do not predict
instantaneous transitions, the rapid slopes within the transition region of these mod-
els compared to the reinterpreted Lienhard correlation still lead to significantly higher
predictions of total drag across a streamlined surface such as a flat plate or smooth
airplane wing.
The reinterpreted Lienhard correlation provides a new representation of skin friction
coefficient throughout the boundary layer that takes into account the extended tran-
sition region that may occur when it is desired to model a spanwise average of fluid
flow.
5.2 Recommendations
Based on these conclusions of the current thesis, it is recommended that future work
considers possible alterations to the Drela and Giles integral model and the Bas
and Cakmakcioglu algebraic transition model to slow the rise of skin friction co-
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efficient during transition and lengthen the transition region. This would produce
results better aligned with natural transition experimental data that takes into ac-
count spanwise differences in fluid flow. Likewise, the skin friction predictions from
these models would be closer to aligning with the reinterpreted Lienhard correlation.
For real world streamlined smooth surface applications, such as aircraft wings, this
could lead to more accurate predictions of total drag seen on the aircraft for flow
including the transition region. Performing simulations with a range of transition
onset criteria and averaging the results together would also likely slow the increase of
skin friction during transition, resulting in better agreement with the reinterpreted
Lienhard correlation. In addition, more experimental data taken with an emphasis
on observing spanwise properties, rather than a single streamwise path of fluid flow,
would be useful in providing further validation for the reinterpreted Lienhard cor-
relation’s predictions for transition region behavior. Experimental data taken with
higher transitional Reynolds numbers would help to validate and possibly calibrate
the C expression in Lienhard’s correlation, which is used to control the rate of skin
friction increase during transition.
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Hk_initial=2.6;   % Initial Hk value 
HStar_initial=1.515+0.076*(((4-Hk_initial)^2)/Hk_initial);  % Initial HStar 
Zeta_Span=[0 logspace(-2,1,1000)]; % Spanwise coordinate 
 
% Starting Theta at 1e-7 because Theta=0 makes EQ 5 go to infinity 
Theta_initial=1e-7; 
Calculating Initial Conditions Needed to solve Turbulent ODE
Hk_initial_turb=2.5908; % Assign initial value to laminar value at onset 
Zeta_turb_init=Re_L/Re;      % Zeta where Transition begins 
Theta_initial_Turb=sqrt(Zeta_turb_init)/(2.75E3); % Theta at Transition Start (Constant determined by finding laminar Theta-Zeta Relationship) 
Re_Theta_init=Theta_initial_Turb*Ue/nu; 
HStar_initial_turb = 1.505+4/Re_Theta_init+(0.165-1.6/(Re_Theta_init^.5))*(((4-Hk_initial_turb)^1.6)/Hk_initial_turb); 
Us=HStar_initial_turb/2*(1-4/3*((Hk_initial_turb-1)/Hk_initial_turb)); 
CTauEQ_initial=HStar_initial_turb*0.015/(1-Us)*((Hk_initial_turb-1)^3)/(Hk_initial_turb^2*Hk_initial_turb); 
CTau_initial=(0.7^2)*CTauEQ_initial; % Initial CTau value 
Calling ode45 to solve system of equations
















    % LAMINAR CASE 
    if Re_x1(i)<Re_L 
        Hk(i)=(125*HStar(i))/19 - ((5*(200*HStar(i) - 303)*(1000*HStar(i) - 299))/5776)^(1/2)/2 - 907/152; 
        if Hk(i)>4 
            Hk(i)=(25*HStar(i))/2 + ((25*(8*HStar(i) - 7)*(200*HStar(i) - 303))/64)^(1/2)/2 - 239/16; 
        end 
        if Hk(i)<7.4 
            Cf(i)=((-0.067+0.01977*((7.4-Hk(i))^2/(Hk(i)-1)))*2/Re_Theta(i)); 
        else 
            Cf(i)=((-0.067+0.022*(1-(1.4/(Hk(i)-6)))^2)*2/Re_Theta(i)); 
        end 
    else 
        % TURBULENT CASE 
        % Set H_0 for Calculations (EQ 19) 
        if Re_Theta(i)<400 
            H_0=4; 
        else 
            H_0=3+400/Re_Theta(i); 
        end 
 
        % Set Initial Values for Convergence Test and Min Difference (Large 
        % values that will get overwritten on first loop 
        Diff_Min=10000; 
 
        % Traverse through possible Hk values at input to converge on 
        % correct solution 
        for A=.9:0.0001:2.6 
 
            if A<H_0 
                HStarCH = (1.505+4/Re_Theta(i)+(0.165-1.6/(Re_Theta(i)^.5))*(((H_0-A)^1.6)/A)); 
            else 
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                HStarCH = 1.505+4/Re_Theta+(A-H_0)^2*(0.04/A+((0.007*log10(Re_Theta(i)))/((A-H_0+4/log10(Re_Theta(i)))^2))); 
            end 
 
            if abs(HStarCH-HStar(i))<abs(Diff_Min) 
                Hk_Conv=A; 
                Diff_Min=abs(HStarCH-HStar(i)); 
            else 
            end 
        end 
 
        % Assign Hk from output of iteration loop 
        Hk(i)=Hk_Conv; 
        H=Hk(i); 
 
        % Calculate Cf from output values 
        Fc=(1+0.2*Mach^2)^.5; 
        A=(log10((Re_Theta(i)/Fc))); 
        B=(-1.74-0.31*Hk(i)); 
        Cf(i)=((0.3*exp(-1.33*Hk(i))*A^B)+0.00011*(tanh(4-(Hk(i)/0.875))-1))/Fc; 
 

















    CF_S=(1/(3.46*log10(Re_x_Turb(j))-5.6))^2; 
    CF_Schoenherr(j)=(CF_S)/(1+3.59*sqrt(CF_S)); 
    CF_Schultz_Grunow(j)=(0.37/((log10(Re_x_Turb(j)))^2.58)); 






    Us(i)=HStar(i)/2*(1-4/3*((Hk(i)-1)/Hk(i))); 

























    V8=0.455/(log(0.06*Re_x1(i))^2); 
    Cf_Lienhard_2_2_5(i)=(2/(Re_x1(i)*Pr))*(((((0.332*(Re_x1(i))^(0.5)*(Pr^(1/3)))^5)+((((0.332*(Re_L_Lienhard_2_2_5)^(0.5)*(Pr^(1/3)))*(((Re_x1(i)/Re_
    Cf_Lienhard_1_7_6(i)=(2/(Re_x1(i)*Pr))*(((((0.332*(Re_x1(i))^(0.5)*(Pr^(1/3)))^5)+((((0.332*(Re_L_Lienhard_1_7_6)^(0.5)*(Pr^(1/3)))*(((Re_x1(i)/Re_
    Cf_Lienhard_5_5(i)=(2/(Re_x1(i)*Pr))*(((((0.332*(Re_x1(i))^(0.5)*(Pr^(1/3)))^5)+((((0.332*(Re_L_Lienhard_5_5)^(0.5)*(Pr^(1/3)))*(((Re_x1(i)/Re_L_Li
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    Cf_Lienhard_2_6_6(i)=(2/(Re_x1(i)*Pr))*(((((0.332*(Re_x1(i))^(0.5)*(Pr^(1/3)))^5)+((((0.332*(Re_L_Lienhard_2_6_6)^(0.5)*(Pr^(1/3)))*(((Re_x1(i)/Re_
    Cf_Lienhard_1_5_5(i)=(2/(Re_x1(i)*Pr))*(((((0.332*(Re_x1(i))^(0.5)*(Pr^(1/3)))^5)+((((0.332*(Re_L_Lienhard_1_5_5)^(0.5)*(Pr^(1/3)))*(((Re_x1(i)/Re_












































































    CH1=100; 
    CH2=100; 
    CH3=100; 
    for k=0.00001:0.00001:.1 
        StCheck=(k/2)/(a1+a2*((Pr_Rey^a3)-1)*sqrt(k/2)); 
        diffNat=abs(StCheck-St_Nat(j)); 
        diffForced_26=abs(StCheck-St_Forced_2_6(j)); 
        diffForced_20=abs(StCheck-St_Forced_2_0(j)); 
        if abs(diffNat)<abs(CH1) 
            CH1=diffNat; 
            CHSetNat=k; 
        end 
        if abs(diffForced_26)<abs(CH2) 
            CH2=diffForced_26; 
            CHF26Set=k; 
        end 
        if abs(diffForced_20)<abs(CH3) 
            CH3=diffForced_20; 
            CHF20Set=k; 
        end 
    end 
    Cf_Nat(j)=CHSetNat; 
    Cf_Forced_2_6(j)=CHF26Set; 














    CD_5_5 = @(Re_Iter) (2./Re_Iter.*Pr).*(((((0.332.*(Re_Iter).^(0.5).*(Pr.^(1/3))).^5)+((((0.332.*(Re_L_Lienhard_CD).^(0.5)*(Pr.^(1/3))).*(((Re_Iter
    CD_Lienhard(i)= (integral(CD_5_5,0,Re_Plate(i)))/(Re_Plate(i)); 
    Cf_Rapid_Trans_Total= @(Re_Iter) (0.664./(Re_Iter).^.5).*(Re_Iter <= Re_L_Lienhard_CD) + ((2.*log10(Re_Iter)-0.65).^(-2.3)).* (Re_Iter > Re_L_Lienh
    CD_RAPID_Transition(i)=(integral(Cf_Rapid_Trans_Total,0,Re_Plate(i)))/(Re_Plate(i)); 
    Blasius_CD(i)=1.328/sqrt(Re_Plate(i)); 




































% Output Vector dX 
dX=zeros(3,1); 
 






    % LAMINAR CASE 
    Hk=(125*HStar)/19 - ((5*(200*HStar - 303)*(1000*HStar - 299))/5776)^(1/2)/2 - 907/152; 
    if Hk>4 
        Hk=(25*HStar)/2 + ((25*(8*HStar - 7)*(200*HStar - 303))/64)^(1/2)/2 - 239/16; 
    end 
 
    if Hk<7.4 
        Cf=((-0.067+0.01977*((7.4-Hk)^2/(Hk-1)))*2/Re_Theta); 
    else 
        Cf=((-0.067+0.022*(1-(1.4/(Hk-6)))^2)*2/Re_Theta); 
    end 
 
    if Hk<4 
        Cd=((0.207+0.00205*((4-Hk))^5.5)*HStar/(2*Re_Theta)); 
    else 
        Cd=((0.207-0.003*(((Hk-4)^2)/(1+0.02*((Hk-4)^2))))*HStar/(2*Re_Theta)); 
    end 
 
    % Differential Equations 
    dX(1)=Cf/2;                       % Theta_Prime 
    dX(2)=((2*Cd-HStar*Cf/2)/Theta);  % HStar_Prime 
    dX(3)=0;                          % Leave CTau as Initial Condition 
 
else 
    % TURBULENT CASE 
 
    if Re_Theta<400 
        H_0=4; 
    else 
        H_0=3+400/Re_Theta; 
    end 
 
    Diff_Min=1000; 
    for A=.9:0.0001:2.6 
 
        if A<H_0 
            HStarCH = (1.505+4/Re_Theta+(0.165-1.6/(Re_Theta^.5))*(((H_0-A)^1.6)/A)); 
        else 
            HStarCH = (1.505+4/Re_Theta+(A-H_0)^2*(0.04/A+((0.007*log10(Re_Theta))/((A-H_0+4/log10(Re_Theta))^2)))); 
        end 
 
        if abs(HStarCH-HStar)<abs(Diff_Min) 
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            Hk=A; 
            Diff_Min=abs(HStarCH-HStar); 
        else 
        end 
    end 
    H=Hk; 
 
    % Eq 15 
    Fc=(1+0.2*Mach^2)^.5; 
 
    % Eq 14 
    A=(log10((Re_Theta/Fc))); 
    B=(-1.74-0.31*Hk); 
    Cf=((0.3*exp(-1.33*Hk)*A^B)+0.00011*(tanh(4-(Hk/0.875))-1))/Fc; 
 
    % Eq 21 
    Us=HStar/2*(1-4/3*((Hk-1)/H)); 
 
    % Eq 20 
    Cd=Cf/2*Us+CTau*(1-Us); 
    DStar=H*Theta; 
    Delta=Theta*(3.15+1.72/(Hk-1))+DStar; 
    CTaueq=HStar*0.015/(1-Us)*((Hk-1)^3)/(Hk^2*H); 
 
    % Differential Equations 
    dX(1)=Cf/2;                                 % Theta_Prime 
    dX(2)=((2*Cd-HStar*Cf/2)/Theta);            % HStar_Prime 
    dX(3)=(4.2*(CTaueq^.5-CTau^.5))*CTau/Delta; %CTau_Prime 
 
end 








%                                                                 %
% SU2 configuration file                                          %
% Case description: Flat Plate Natural Transition                 %
% Original Author: Samet Cakmakcioglu                         %
% Institution: TOBB University of Economics and Technology        %
%        TAI-TUSAS Turkish Aerospace Industries             %
% Date Originally Created: Oct 10th, 2016                         %
% File Version 5.0.0 "Raven"                                      %
%                                                                 %
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% ------ DIRECT, ADJOINT, AND LINEARIZED PROBLEM DEFINITION -----%
%
% Physical governing equations (EULER, NAVIER_STOKES, WAVE_EQUATION,
%                               HEAT_EQUATION, LINEAR_ELASTICITY,
%                               POISSON_EQUATION)
SOLVER= INC_RANS
%
% Specify turbulent model (NONE, SA, SA_NEG, SST)
KIND_TURB_MODEL= SA
%




% Mathematical problem (DIRECT, CONTINUOUS_ADJOINT)
MATH_PROBLEM= DIRECT
%
% Restart solution (NO, YES)
RESTART_SOL= NO
OUTPUT_fILES= PARAVIEW_ASCII
% -------- INCOMPRESSIBLE FLOW CONDITION DEFINITION -----------%
%
% Initial density for incompressible flows (1.2886 kg/m^3 by default)
INC_DENSITY_INIT= 1.2
%
% Initial velocity for incompressible flows (1.0,0,0 m/s by default)
INC_VELOCITY_INIT= ( 50.1, 0.0, 0.0 )
%
% List of inlet types for incompressible flows. List length must








% match number of outlet markers. Options: PRESSURE_OUTLET, 
MASS_FLOW_OUTLET
INC_OUTLET_TYPE= PRESSURE_OUTLET PRESSURE_OUTLET
% ------------------- VISCOSITY MODEL -------------------------%
%
% Viscosity model (SUTHERLAND, CONSTANT_VISCOSITY).
VISCOSITY_MODEL= CONSTANT_VISCOSITY
%
% Molecular Viscosity that would be constant (1.716E-5 by default)
MU_CONSTANT= 1.8e-05
% -------------- REFERENCE VALUE DEFINITION -------------------%
%









% Reference area for force coefficients (0 implies automatic 
calculation)
REF_AREA= 1.5
% ------------ BOUNDARY CONDITION DEFINITION ------------------%
%
% Navier-Stokes wall boundary marker(s) (NONE = no marker)
MARKER_HEATFLUX= ( wall, 0.0 )
%
% Symmetry Boundary condition
MARKER_SYM = (symmetry)
%
% Outlet boundary marker(s) (NONE = no marker)
% Format: ( outlet marker, back pressure (static), ... )
MARKER_OUTLET= ( outlet, 0, farfield, 0 )
%
% Inlet boundary type (TOTAL_CONDITIONS, MASS_FLOW)
INLET_TYPE= MASS_FLOW
%
% Inlet boundary marker(s) with the following formats (NONE = no 
marker) 
% Total Conditions: (inlet marker, total temp, total pressure, 
flow_direction_x, 
%           flow_direction_y, flow_direction_z, ... ) where 
flow_direction is
%           a unit vector.
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% Mass Flow: (inlet marker, density, velocity magnitude, 
flow_direction_x, 
%           flow_direction_y, flow_direction_z, ... ) where 
flow_direction is
%           a unit vector.
% Incompressible: (inlet marker, NULL, velocity magnitude, 
flow_direction_x,
%           flow_direction_y, flow_direction_z, ... ) where 
flow_direction is
%           a unit vector.
MARKER_INLET= ( inlet, 1.2, 50.1, 1.0, 0.0, 0.0)
%
% Marker(s) of the surface to be plotted or designed
MARKER_PLOTTING= ( wall )
%
% Marker(s) of the surface where the functional (Cd, Cl, etc.) will be 
evaluated
MARKER_MONITORING= ( wall )
% ----- COMMON PARAMETERS DEFINING THE NUMERICAL METHOD -------%
%




% Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy condition of the finest grid
CFL_NUMBER= 1000.0
%
% Adaptive CFL number (NO, YES)
CFL_ADAPT= NO
%
% Parameters of the adaptive CFL number (factor down, factor up, CFL 
min value,
%                                        CFL max value )
CFL_ADAPT_PARAM= ( 0.1, 2.0, 50.0, 1e5 )
%
% Number of total iterations
ITER= 250000
% --------------- SLOPE LIMITER DEFINITION --------------------%
%
% Coefficient for the limiter
VENKAT_LIMITER_COEFF= 0.01
%
% Coefficient for the sharp edges limiter
ADJ_SHARP_LIMITER_COEFF= 3.0
%




% Remove sharp edges from the sensitivity evaluation (NO, YES)
SENS_REMOVE_SHARP= NO
% ---------------- LINEAR SOLVER DEFINITION -------------------%
%
% Linear solver for implicit formulations (BCGSTAB, FGMRES)
LINEAR_SOLVER= FGMRES
%
% Preconditioner of the Krylov linear solver (JACOBI, LINELET, LU_SGS)
LINEAR_SOLVER_PREC= ILU
%
% Minimum error of the linear solver for implicit formulations
LINEAR_SOLVER_ERROR= 1E-4
%
% Max number of iterations of the linear solver for the implicit 
formulation
LINEAR_SOLVER_ITER= 10
% ------------------ MULTIGRID PARAMETERS ---------------------%
%
% Multi-Grid Levels (0 = no multi-grid)
MGLEVEL= 0
%
% Multi-grid cycle (V_CYCLE, W_CYCLE, FULLMG_CYCLE)
MGCYCLE= V_CYCLE
%
% Multi-grid pre-smoothing level
MG_PRE_SMOOTH= ( 1, 2, 3, 3 )
%
% Multi-grid post-smoothing level
MG_POST_SMOOTH= ( 0, 0, 0, 0 )
%
% Jacobi implicit smoothing of the correction
MG_CORRECTION_SMOOTH= ( 0, 0, 0, 0 )
%
% Damping factor for the residual restriction
MG_DAMP_RESTRICTION= 0.75
%
% Damping factor for the correction prolongation
MG_DAMP_PROLONGATION= 0.75
% ------------ FLOW NUMERICAL METHOD DEFINITION ---------------%
%
% Convective numerical method (JST, LAX-FRIEDRICH, CUSP, ROE, AUSM, 
HLLC,
%                              TURKEL_PREC, MSW)
CONV_NUM_METHOD_FLOW= FDS
%
% Monotonic Upwind Scheme for Conservation Laws (TVD) in the flow 
equations.
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%           Required for 2nd order upwind schemes (NO, YES)
MUSCL_FLOW= YES
%
% Slope limiter (VENKATAKRISHNAN, MINMOD)
SLOPE_LIMITER_FLOW= NONE
%
% 2nd and 4th order artificial dissipation coefficients
JST_SENSOR_COEFF= ( 0.5, 0.0)
%
% Time discretization (RUNGE-KUTTA_EXPLICIT, EULER_IMPLICIT, 
EULER_EXPLICIT)
TIME_DISCRE_FLOW= EULER_IMPLICIT
% ------------ TURBULENT NUMERICAL METHOD DEFINITION ----------%
%
% Convective numerical method (SCALAR_UPWIND)
CONV_NUM_METHOD_TURB= SCALAR_UPWIND
%
% Monotonic Upwind Scheme for Conservation Laws (TVD) in the 
turbulence equations.
%           Required for 2nd order upwind schemes (NO, YES)
MUSCL_TURB= NO
%
% Slope limiter (VENKATAKRISHNAN, MINMOD)
SLOPE_LIMITER_TURB= VENKATAKRISHNAN
%
% Time discretization (EULER_IMPLICIT)
TIME_DISCRE_TURB= EULER_IMPLICIT
% ------------------ CONVERGENCE PARAMETERS ------------------%
%




% Min value of the residual (log10 of the residual)
CONV_RESIDUAL_MINVAL= -12
%
% Start convergence criteria at iteration number
CONV_STARTITER= 10
%
% Number of elements to apply the criteria
CONV_CAUCHY_ELEMS= 100
%
% Epsilon to control the series convergence
CONV_CAUCHY_EPS= 1E-6
% ----------------- INPUT/OUTPUT INFORMATION ------------------%
%




% Mesh input file format (SU2, CGNS, NETCDF_ASCII)
MESH_FORMAT= SU2
%
% Mesh output file
MESH_OUT_FILENAME= mesh_out.su2
%
% Restart flow input file
SOLUTION_FILENAME= restart_flow.dat
%
% Restart adjoint input file
SOLUTION_ADJ_FILENAME= solution_adj.dat
%
% Output file format (PARAVIEW, TECPLOT, STL)
TABULAR_FORMAT= CSV
%
% Output file convergence history (w/o extension) 
CONV_FILENAME= history
%
% Output file restart flow
RESTART_FILENAME= restart_flow.dat
%
% Output file restart adjoint
RESTART_ADJ_FILENAME= restart_adj.dat
%
% Output file flow (w/o extension) variables
VOLUME_FILENAME= flow
%
% Output file adjoint (w/o extension) variables
VOLUME_ADJ_FILENAME= adjoint
%
% Output objective function gradient (using continuous adjoint)
GRAD_OBJFUNC_FILENAME= of_grad.dat
%
% Output file surface flow coefficient (w/o extension)
SURFACE_FILENAME= surface_flow
%
% Output file surface adjoint coefficient (w/o extension)
SURFACE_ADJ_FILENAME= surface_adjoint
%
% Writing solution file frequency
WRT_SOL_FREQ= 500
%




SCREEN_OUTPUT= (INNER_ITER, WALL_TIME, RMS_PRESSURE, RMS_NU_TILDE, 
LIFT, DRAG)
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